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Profit and Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Explained
Creating & using profit and loss statements

Course duration: 24 minutes of highly focused content ﴾Revisit, review and revise as often as you want﴿

See more at www.zandax.com/courses/profit‐and‐loss‐explained

What you'll learn

Introduction
  ★  Get an overview of what the course covers
What is the Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement?
  ★  Understand what a Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement is
Creating a Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement
  ★  Know how to create a Profit & Loss Statement
How to Use the Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement
  ★  Be able to Use A Profit & Loss Statement
Course Summary
  ★  Have a quick review of what you have learned

What does our Profit And Loss Explained course cover?

Why is a Profit and Loss Statement Important?
Whether you're running a small business, responsible for company or departmental accounts, or just want to
check out the financial reports from public companies, an understanding of profit and loss is essential.

Anyone managing a project knows that as well as preparing their budget, they also need to keep a record of
their progress: if a project has its own P&L statement, managers can compare these figures to the
predictions and tell whether the project is on track.

Understanding how to produce a Profit and Loss Statement enables you to quantify the financial health of a
company or a project ‐‐ which is what we help you with here.

This Profit & Loss Course skills training course, like all our courses, has been developed over many years of
classroom and online delivery.   Content has been thoroughly researched and is constantly updated so it's
always leading edge.   It's completely interactive and is full of practical knowledge and solutions.

Still wondering whether to do the course?
Just think about this: how much would you benefit if you had better profit & loss course skills?

Your premiere online source of training www.zandax.com

 

https://www.zandax.com/courses/profit-and-loss-explained?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=pdflink&utm_campaign=MMAFPL


Course content for Profit And Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Explained

1

 
1 ‐ Introduction
  »  Overview of what the course covers

2

 
2 ‐ What is the Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement?
  »  What a P&L statement is and why you need it

3

 
3 ‐ Creating a Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Statement
  »  Putting together a simple P&L statement

4

 
4 ‐ How to Use the Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿
Statement
  »  Using a P&L statement and what it gives you

5

 
5 ‐ Course Summary
  »  Summary and wrap up of what you've learned

More about the ZandaX Profit And Loss ﴾P&L﴿ Explained course

Learn How To Create ‐ and Use ‐ a Profit and Loss Statement
Understand the role of a Profit & Loss Statement

A Profit & Loss ﴾P&L﴿ statement ‐‐ also known as an Income statement ‐‐ ultimately shows you whether a
company is earning more money than It's spending over a particular period.

This course will show you how a Profit & Loss statement is prepared, and how understanding the principles
this involves can be helpful when it comes to preparing future budgets.

In this course, we don't just show you what a Profit & Loss statement is, we show you how to create one ‐‐
and use it to assess financial performance.

Watch the modules, revisit them time and again ... and have fun with improving your skills!

Learning format
The course is offered as follows:

You'll learn using easy‐to‐follow on‐screen videos which you can pause, re‐run and revisit as often as you like,
and also through interactive content with short quizzes and questions appropriate to the course subject.
You also get a comprehensive workbook that you can use to reinforce your learning.
The course is arranged into modules, each with several lessons. Refer to the course content for more details
on what's covered. This combination of videos and interactive content will enable you to get a thorough
understanding of the subject.
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View this course online
Visit our website at www.zandax.com/courses/profit‐and‐loss‐explained to view the latest details, including
related courses, prices and quantity discounts.
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